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Abstract—Polyethylene (PE) pipe has been widely 

used in gas transportation pipeline system because it 

overcomes the shortcomings of non-corrosion resistance 

of metal pipelines. However, the stiffness and strength of 

PE pipe are small, and it is easy to be destroyed in the 

third-party construction process. Moreover, PE pipe is 

not electrically or magnetically conductive, and it is 

unable to use the developed metal pipe detection method, 

which has brought great security risks. Urban gas 

pipeline accidents occur frequently, and the situation 

during the production is complex and severe. Therefore, 

it is of great significance to study how to effectively 

realize the detection of underground PE pipe. This paper 

verifies the feasibility of the acoustic method from the 

perspective of simulation. Firstly, it studies the influence 

of buried pipe depth on the received signal of geophone. 

Secondly, it studies the influence of buried pipe size on 

the received signal of PE geophone with a certain depth 

Finally, it studies the received signal of geophone when 

PE pipe is in mixed soil. The simulation results show that 

the method based on acoustic wave is suitable, the signal 

source emits a sweeping frequency single tone sine wave, 

which propagates to the target and is reflected. A string 

of geophones on the ground measure the velocity of the 

surface vibration. Given the propagation rate of wave in 

the material, time delay can be used between signal sent 

and received on the ground to obtain the estimated 

distance to the target.
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I. INTRODUCTION 

n view of the special properties of PE pipe, such as 
non-conductive and non-magnetic, due to the low 

strength of PE pipe, the marking and tracing line are often 
destroyed, and the site construction drawings are easily lost. 
In the construction process, due to the unclear exact position 
of PE pipe, it is often cut by construction machinery, 
resulting in accidents such as gas leakage and explosion and 
water leakage loss of water pipe. Therefore, how to realize 
the positioning detection of urban buried PE pipeline is very 
important. According to the different positioning principle, 
the underground PE pipe positioning method can be divided 
into conventional buried PE pipe detection method and new 
buried PE pipe detection method [1]. Conventional buried 
PE pipe detection methods include tracer line detection 
method, geological radar detection method, pipeline acoustic 
positioning method and static electromagnetic field 
positioning method. The new buried PE pipe detection 
methods include underground electronic identification 
system, geographic information system (GIS), intelligent 
robot tracking and positioning, harmonic radar (frequency 
doubling) radio frequency tag [2]. 

  Tracer line detection is a common method at home and 
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abroad. This method follows the traditional metal pipe 
positioning principle, namely electromagnetic induction 
principle. During the detection, a metal wire is laid on the 
surface of the PE pipe to overcome the shortcomings of 
non-conductive and non-magnetic PE pipe. The metal 
wire has obvious dew point at the valve for external 
transmitter. Then the ground detector can detect different 
signals according to the electromagnetic field generated 
by the metal wire, which can determine the location, 
depth and direction of the PE pipeline. Geological radar 
detection is a non-destructive geophysical exploration 
method using high frequency electromagnetic wave to 
detect the distribution of underground medium. This 
method mainly uses electromagnetic wave reflected by 
underground medium to detect the position information 
of PE pipe [3]. Using the electromagnetic wave reflected 
by the receiver, the time, phase, amplitude, wavelength 
and other characteristics of the reflected wave arrival are 
accurately recorded by the radar host, and then the 
scanning image of the underground section is formed by 
data processing methods such as signal superposition and 
amplification, filtering and noise reduction, and image 
synthesis. Through the interpretation of radar images, the 
distribution position and state of underground targets can 
be obtained. Static electromagnetic field positioning 
method uses the transmitter to transmit different 
frequency signals to different underground impurities. 
When this signal encounters impurities in the process of 
underground propagation, the signal will also change due 
to the change of propagation medium, and the surface 
receiving antenna will change its antenna state due to the 
change of receiving signal. According to the change of 
antenna, the presence, location, direction and size of 
buried impurities can be judged. 
  At present, the location detection methods of buried PE 
pipelines have their own characteristics, but each method 
has some limitations, and it does not have the ability to 
detect PE pipelines in any environment or the effect is not 
ideal. How to comprehensively utilize the current 
technology to accurately locate the buried PE pipeline is 
particularly important. Compared with other similar 
products, acoustic detection method has less limited 
conditions. Acoustic detection method is preferred in the 
absence of tracer lines or incomplete tracer lines. 
Acoustic positioning detection technology does not need 

to connect with the pipeline to accurately locate. It can 
realize nondestructive safety detection of underground PE 
pipelines, especially in urban underground pipelines. The 
advantages are more obvious when there are more 
interference sources. At the same time, pipeline acoustic 
positioning method is not limited by the environment. 
Asphalt pavement, ceramic tile pavement, soil pavement, 
gravel pavement, concrete pavement and other complex 
ground conditions can be used to detect under various 
conditions. 

According to the technical principles and characteristics 
of these two kinds of buried PE pipeline positioning methods. 
It is of great significance and practical significance to 
establish a more perfect and intelligent underground PE 
pipeline detection system, the innovation of buried PE 
pipeline detection principle, and the improvement of existing 
buried PE pipeline detection technology. Acoustic 
positioning technology applied to buried pipe positioning 
detection is a new technology, which mainly uses the 
propagation characteristics of sound waves to detect and 
locate targets, where the detection wave amplitude 
corresponds to the detection time or distance [4], [5]. In the 
pipeline acoustic positioning detection, an emitter is used to 
generate a short sound wave pulse to the ground, and the 
ground surface wave is then back-reflected by the 
discontinuous interface or interface with unmatched sound 
wave impedance [6]. The reflection coefficients of the 
smooth pipeline internal surface and gas interface are 100% 
while that of the interface between rock or soil and the 
pipeline external surface is relatively lower. Then the 
receiver is used to receive ground surface wave and reflected 
wave, and the oscilloscope is employed to observe the two 
waves for the target detection and location. 

The finite element analysis method realizes the simulation 
of real physical phenomena by solving partial differential 
equations (single field) or partial differential equations 
(multi field). The mathematical method is used to solve the 
physical phenomena in the real world. COMSOL 
Multiphysics realizes highly accurate numerical simulation 
with efficient calculation performance and outstanding multi 
field bidirectional direct coupling analysis ability. The 
predefined multi-physical field application mode can solve 
many common physical problems. COMSOL Multiphysics 
has the characteristics of wide use, flexibility and ease of use. 
Compared with other finite element analysis software, 
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COMSOL Multiphysics has the advantage of using 
additional functional modules, which can be easily extended. 

In the second section, the refraction and reflection theory 
at the junction of PE pipe is introduced. In the third section, 
the establishment process of finite element simulation model 
based on COMSOL Multiphysics is described in detail [7]. 
In the fourth section, the simulation results are analyzed in 
detail and summarized. 

II. REFLECTION THEROY OF ELASTIC WAVE IN 
SOIL MEDIUM 

Under normal depth, positioning pipeline detection 
accuracy is high. If the depth is less than 2.4 m, the pipeline 
with diameter more than 100 mm can be located; when the 
depth is less than 1.2 m, the pipeline with diameter above 51 
mm can be located; When the depth is less than 0.8 m, the 
pipeline with diameter above 13 mm can be located. 

In the actual soil, the situation is more complex. There are 
many uncertain factors in the wave propagation. It is 
obviously unreasonable to specify the soil as the ideal 
condition. However, this paper mainly focuses on the 
refraction and reflection of wave at the junction of soil and 
PE pipe and its simulation, so the nonlinear factors of soil 
and wave are not discussed. In the following studies, it is 
assumed that the soil is in ideal condition, and the wave also 
propagates in the soil as elastic wave. Firstly, the wave of 
elastic wave in ideal medium is analyzed. 

There are P-wave and SV-wave in the uniform infinite 
medium. When the elastic wave propagates in the isotropic 
medium, the elastic wave will propagate in the isotropic 
medium [8]. Lame equation can be used to describe the 
differential equation of displacement: 

2
2

2 ( )
t
U

grad U F     


    


    (1) 

Where, U  is the displacement vector, F is external 
force vector, divU   is the volume strain, i.e. the field 
shift divergence，   is the density of the medium, which 
is constant,  ，   is lame coefficient, 2 is Laplacian 

operator，
2 2 2
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Equation (1) is a differential equation of motion expressed 
by vector. Taking divergence and curl on both sides of the 

formula, we can get the following results. 
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Where， rotU  ； divF is expansion and contraction 

force, rotF is a kind of rotating force. Formula (2) 

describes that under the action of expansion and contraction 

force divF , the medium only produces volume related 

disturbance, which is called longitudinal wave. Formula (3) 
describes the deformation disturbance determined by the 

rotation vector rotU   produced by the medium under 

the action of rotating external force rotF , which is called 

shear wave. 
According to Helmholtz theorem, the vector field can be 

expressed by the sum of a scalar gradient field and the curl 
field of a vector bit. Where, 

p sU u u grad rot           (4) 

p sF F F grad rot           (5) 

In the above formula,   and   represent scalar 
potential and vector potential of displacement field U  
respectively.   and   represent scalar potential and 
vector potential of external force field F  respectively. 

Note +u v
divU

x y z




  
  

  
, rotU   and the 

wave equation expressed by shift function without 
considering external force is the following formula. 
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Where 2 2
pv

 




  and 2

sv



  represent the 

propagation velocity of P-wave and SV-wave respectively. 
In the actual measurement, the wave propagation is prone 

to the disturbance of environmental factors and the 
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instability. But in ideal case, the displacement of elastic wave 
at different media junction can be recognized by the 
derivation of scalar and vector bits of the displacement field. 
Comprehensive analysis on the propagation characteristics 
of the elastic wave in the soil combining the displacement 
equations has important value and verification significance 
for the following theoretical deduction of the acoustic 
positioning technology. 

III. Ⅲ. REFLECTION THEORY OF ELASTIC WAVE AT 
SOIL INTERFACE 

Only P-wave radiation from the source to homogeneous 
media is taken into consideration here. Refraction and 
reflection of the P wave occur at the interface. The 
propagation velocity of the incident wave in each medium is 
constant, and the mode conversion of the incident wave at 
the interface also meets the Snell ' s law. It is assumed that 
the mode conversion waves generated by the incident wave 
propagate in the xz plane. The incident angle of the incident 
P-wave is θ(0), and the wave number is k(0). The reflection 
angle of the reflected P-wave is θ(1), and the wave number is 
k(1). The reflection angle of the reflected SV-wave is θ(3), and 

the wave number is k(3). The refraction angle of the refracted 
P-wave is θ(2), and the wave number is k( 2 ). The refraction 
angle of the refracted SV-wave is θ(4), and the wave number 
is k(4). The reflection coefficient of P-P wave is R1, the 
reflection coefficient of P-SV wave is R3, the refraction 
coefficient of P-P wave is R2, and the refraction coefficient 
of P-SV wave is R4. Here, θ(0) = θ(1) = θ, k(0) = k (1) = k, P (0), 

P (1), P(2), SV (3) and SV (4) are particle displacements of 
incident, reflected and refracted P-waves and reflected and 
refracted SV-waves, respectively. Superscripts 0, 1, 2, 3 and 
4 indicates incident P-waves, reflected P-waves, refracted P-
waves, reflected SV-waves and refracted SV-waves, 
respectively [9]. 

The normalized expressions of the particle displacements 
of various modes converted by incident P-wave at the 
interface can be written as the following equations [10]. 
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The results show that the stress components of the 
incident P-wave and mode converted wave T3 related to the 
boundary conditions at zero time and reflection point are as 
follows. 
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Among them, L0~L4 represent the sum of the vector 
relations of the elastic modulus corresponding to P-waves 
and SV-waves in the direction of T3 stress component 
through different incident and reflective media in the case of 
incident and refraction. 

The stress component of T3 is as follows. 
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Among them, M0~M4 are the sum of the vector relations 
of the elastic modulus of P-waves and SV-waves in the 
direction of T5 stress component through different incident 
and reflective media under the condition of incident and 
refraction. 

From the continuous boundary condition of particle 
displacement on the interface of medium, we can get the 
following results. 

(0) (1) (3) (2) (4)
     x x x x xP P SV P SV         (15) 

(0) (1) (3) (2) (4)
  z z z z zP P SV P SV         (16) 

Where Px and Pz represent the components in the x and z 
directions of the P wave, respectively. SVx and SVz represent 
the components in the x and z directions of the SV wave, 
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respectively. 
According to the constitutive equation of elastic solid 

medium :T C S ( T is the stress and C is the modulus of 

elasticity) [11], the stress components of mode conversion 
waves T3 and T5 at 0 time can be obtained as follows. 

( ) (1) (2) (2) (4)0
3 3 3 3 3T T T T T           (17) 

( ) (1) (3) (2) (4)0
5 5 5 5 5T T T T T            (18) 

Since the velocity and density of P-wave and SV-wave in 
the incident and refracted media are known, when the 
incident angle of P-wave is given, the refraction angle of 
each mode conversion can be obtained by Snell ' s law.  

The refractive and reflective coefficients of the interface 
are related to sinθ, cosθ, k, L0~L4 and M0~M4 through 
equations (8) - (18). When the given quantities are known, 
they can be substituted into the above formula and solved by 
simultaneous equations. At this time, the calculation of 
refraction and reflection coefficient can be further simplified 
and analyzed, which can be used as a reference for the next 
simulation.  

IV. THE ESTABLISHMENT OF FINITE ELEMENT 
SIMULATION MODEL  

The signal source emits a sweeping single-tone sine wave 
that travels to the target and is reflected, and a string of 
geophones on the ground measure the speed of surface 
vibration [12]. Given the propagation rate of waves in a 
material, the time delay can be used between signal 
transmission and reception at the surface to obtain an 
estimate of the distance to the target. This simulation mainly 
adopts the solid mechanical physical field of COMSOL 
Multiphysics for design, and the research is transient. 
COMSOL Multiphysics is a large advanced numerical 
simulation software, which is widely used in scientific 
research and engineering calculation in various fields [13]. 
It is called the first real multi-physics direct coupling 
analysis software by scientists in the world. 

A. The establishment of different PE pipe diameter 

simulation model. 

The simulation model established by COMSOL is 
shown in Fig.1 

 

Fig.1 Simulation models of different PE tube diameters 

The physical field used in this experiment is mainly solid 
mechanics, and the study is transient. The physical field only 
selects other fields except the above seven rectangles [14]. 
The boundary load type is the total force, and its additional 
range is the lower boundary of the signal transmitter, namely 
the lower edge of the fourth rectangle. The buried PE pipe 
wall is set as a fixed constraint, and the other boundaries are 
set as free [15]. The expression is an analytical function 
defined in the parameter setting, that is, an1(t)=s(t). In the 
global definition, the parameters are defined and the signal 
source function is set (the signal period emitted by the signal 
source is T0 =60s), the initial tube depth is set to 4m, and the 
signal source adopts sinusoidal scanning signal, whose 
frequency is 500Hz to 1000Hz, and the duration is one 
minute. The scanning sine function can be expressed as:  

(t) sin(2*pi*f 0(k 1) / log(k))tsweep       (19) 

where exp(log(f 1/ f 0) / t 0)k  , so the emission signal used 
in this experiment is (t) sin(1000*pi*(1.005 1) / 0.0022)ts   . Signal 

source function diagram as shown in.Fig.2. 

 

Fig. 1 The figure of signal source function 
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For the setting of relevant parameters of geometric 
materials, steel AISI 4340 is set for the tube, and other 
domain materials are set as empty materials. Different 
Poisson's ratio and elastic modulus E are set for different 

soils (P-wave speed is (E/ ) ). Three different soils were 

used in this experiment. (1) oil density ρ=2200kg/m3, 
Poisson's ratio v=0.25, elastic modulus E=16MN/m2, 
Vp=85.28m/ s; (2) Clay(hard state): ρ=1900kg/m3, V=0.25, 
E=1.25*107 Pa, Vp=81.11m/s ; (3) Sandy clay: V=0.36, 
E=3.5*107Pa; The clay ρ=1.8-2.0kg/cm3, VP=98.46m/s. 

When simulating different soils, the specific operation can 
be directly carried out by changing these parameters [16]. 

Finally, in the setting of “study”, because this experiment 
needs to study different buried depths and the size of buried 
PE pipe, if a set of parameters are very troublesome to 
modify, it is necessary to use parametric scanning (as shown 
in Table 1.). 
Table 1. Size Parameterized Scanning Setting of Buried PE 
Pipe 

parameter 
name 

List of parameter 
values 

Parameter 
units 

d Range (7.5,2.5,15) mm 

Transient setting range (0, T0 / 40, 10 * T0). 

B. Establishment of simulation model of different PE pipe 

buried depth 

The setting of relevant parameters of geometric materials 
is the same as those in Table 1 and Table 2 in Section A of 
chapter 3, so it is not introduced in detail here. Due to the 
different buried depth of PE pipe, it is necessary to add a 
parametric scanning in the process of simulation “research”. 
The following Table 2 shows: 
Table 2. Parameterized Scanning Setting of Pipe Buried 
Depth 

parameter name 
List of parameter 
values 

parameter units 

dsp Range (-1,-1,-4) m 

' Transient ' setting range is (0, T0 / 40, 10 * T0). 

C. THE Modeling and Simulation of Different Soil 

Medium 

The simulation model established by COMSOL 
Multiphysics is shown in Fig.3 as follows, due to the mixed 
soil, the relevant parameters of the upper soil are soil density 
ρ=2200kg/m3, Poisson 's ratio v=0.25, elastic modulus 

E=16MN/m 2, vp=85.28m/s, height 2m, and the lower soil is 
clay (hard state): ρ=1900kg/m3, v=0.25, E=1.25*107Pa, 
vp=81.11m/s, soil depth is 2.5m [17].  

 

Fig.2 Simulation models of different soil media 

Table 3 Parameterized Scanning Setting of Pipe Buried 
Depth 

parameter name 
List of parameter 

values 
parameter units 

dsp Range (-1,-1,-4) m 

The settings of other geometric material parameters are 
the same as those in the previous sections, so no 
recapitulation is made. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS ANALYSIS 

In the estimation of target distance, when the position of 
signal transmitter and geophone overlaps, the distance 
between signal transmitter and buried PE pipe can be 
obtained by the obtained propagation time. Then, two points 
with the same time of received signal are obtained by 
moving the position of the detector, and their distance from 
the buried PE pipe is approximately equal. At this time, the 
distance between the midpoint of the two points and the 
signal transmitter is known, plus the distance between the 
signal transmitter and the buried PE pipe, and the estimation 
of the target distance can be roughly obtained through the 
Pythagorean theorem. 

The simulation is divided into three parts, which analyzes 
and studies the applicability of the positioning algorithm to 
different PE pipe radius, different buried PE pipes and 
different soil media [18].   

In this simulation, the PE pipe is located at an initial 
position of (7m, -4m) and the pipe has a straight radius of 
0.2m, so the point reflector position is (7m, -3.9m). The 
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position of the signal transmitter (taking the its lower 
boundary as the center) is (10.3m, 0) and the location of the 
first geophone (also taking its lower boundary as the center) 
is (0.15m, 0), while the remaining five geophones are placed 
with an interval of 4 meters one next to another. When 
analyzing the data of different pipe burial depths, the first 
geophone (i.e. bnd1) is taken as the main research object. 
The delay characteristics of the reflected signal at the same 
depth are mainly examined at a depth of 4m [19]. The time 
required for the six geophones to receive the reflected signal 
is obtained respectively. 

Geometric knowledge indicates that for the ith geophone, 
the time required by the transmission of the input signal at 
the distance xi for the point reflector at any location (x,z) is: 

2 2 2 2((x x ) ) ((x x ) z )s iz
t

c

    
           (20) 

where (i 1) h/ 2ix D    , h is the geophone width, 

i is 1,2, … N. c is the shear wave speed, (C11/ )c  , 

C11 is the elastic modulus E of soil, and ρ is the density of 
soil. 

 

Fig 4. Schematic diagram of receiving and transmitting 
signals 

A. Effect of buried PE pipe depth on the received signal of 

geophone 

In this case, the soil density is taken from ρ to 2200kg/m3, 
Poisson's ratio is 0.25, elastic modulus is 16MN/m2, and c is 
85.28m/s. At the depth of 4 meters, the time used by the 
signal traveling from source to geophones is shown in Table 
1.  
Table 4. Time used by signal travelling from source to 
geophones 

Num
ber 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Tim
e 

0.152
34s 

0.116
55s 

0.107
58s 

0.135
66s 

0.176
54s 

0.220
74s 

As can be calculated, the signal delay t2→3 is 0.00897s, 
t4→2 is 0.01911s, t1→4 is 0.01668, t5→1 is 0.0242s, and t6→5 is 

0.0442. The calculated data combined with figure 4 can 
be drawn: the shortest time for No.3 seismic geophone to 
receive signals is due to its nearest distance to the 
transmitter and the target PE tube, while the longest time 
for No.6 seismic geophone to receive signals is due to its 
farthest distance to the transmitter and the target PE tube. 
When the depth is certain, the global map of the speed 
distribution of the signal reflected by the buried PE pipe 
received by each geophone on the surface is shown in Fig.5 
PE pipe. 

 
Fig. 5 Speed of signal received by geophones at a depth of 4m 

For the first geophone [20], the time used the received 
signal from emission to reflection when the buried PE pipe 
is at different depths is shown in Table 2 as follows. 
Table 5. Time used by the signal travelling from source to receiver 

when the PE pipe is buried at different depths 

Depth 1m 2m 3m 4m 

Time 0.12112s 0.12801s 0.13874s 0.15234s 

Similarly, the signal delay: t2m→1m is 0.00689s, t3m→2m is 
0.01073s, t4m→3ms is 0.0136s. According to the calculation 
results, the delays are tiny. 

 When the buried depth of the tube is different, the 
global shape of the reflected signal received by the same 
detector is roughly the same, and there is a certain delay 
between them. The calculation shows that their delay is 
small, so the reaction is not obvious. 

B. The influence of buried PE pipe size on the signal 

received by geophone at certain depth PE pipe 
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When the buried depth is certain, the time required by the 
PE pipes of different thicknesses to reflect the signal to the 
1st geophone is shown in Fig.3 below. This can be divided 
into two cases: variable internal radius caused by different 
pipe wall thicknesses with fixed external radius of the PE 
pipe, and variable external radius caused by different pipe 
wall thicknesses with fixed internal radius. d/2 indicates the 
difference between the external and internal radius of the 
pipe; the soil density is 2200kg/m3; Poisson's ratio is 0.25; 
elastic modulus E is 16MN/m2. According to the formula, c 
is 85.28m/s [21], [22].  

(1) variable internal radius caused by different wall 
thicknesses with certain external radius. 

 
Fig.6 Speed of the signal received by the geophone 1 with 

variable internal radius and certain buried depth and external 

radius 

As shown in the Fig.6, if the external radius of the pipe is 
certain, at the buried depth of 1m, the variable wall thickness 
has no influence on the time required for the signal to 
propagate to the receiver. The reason for this is in this 
simulation the signal generated by the source is reflected by 
the pipeline external wall, and when the depth of the external 
wall is unchanged, the speed of the reflected signal and the 
time used should be the same. This can also be well 
explained by Fig.6.  

(2) Variable external radius caused by different pipe wall 
thicknesses with certain internal pipe radius. 
Table 6 Time used by the signal from source to geophone 1 with 

variable external radius and certain buried depth and internal radius. 

The 

thickness of 

PE pipe: d/2 

d=7.5 d=10 d=12.5 d=15 

Time 0.12113s 0.12112s 0.121117s 0.121111s 

The buried depth of the pipeline is 1m. When the external 
radius of the pipeline changes, the time required for the 
geophone 1 to receive the signal varies with it [23]. When 
the internal radius is fixed, and the wall thickness increases, 
the distance covered by the signal from the source and 
reflected by the PE pipeline will be shortened, thereby 
reducing the time consumed. Since the difference between 
the internal and external radius is small, the time difference 
obtained according to the equation is also small. Therefore, 
at different pipeline thicknesses, the delay of the reflected 
signal received by the geophone is also tiny.  

C. Signal received by the geophone when the PE pipe is 

buried in mixed soil 

The time required for the geophone on the ground to 
receive the signal when the PE pipe is in the mixed soil is 
analyzed. In this case, the external radius of the pipe is 
100mm, and the thickness of the pipe wall is 5mm. The 
surface is divided into two layers: the upper layer has the 
density of the upper soil is 2200kg/m3, Poisson's ratio is 0.25, 
elastic modulus E=16MN/m2, c is 85.28m/s according to the 
equation 2 and the thickness is 2m; the lower layer at hard 
state has Poisson's ratio of 0.25, E of 1.25*107 Pas, c of 
81.11m/s, ρ of 1900kg/m3, and the thickness of the lower 
layer of 2.5m, respectively [24]. The experiments were 
implemented in three different cases: first, the PE pipe is in 
the upper soil, second, the PE pipe is partly located in the 
upper soil, partly in the lower soil, and third, the PE pipe is 
all in the lower soil. (The depth is 1m in the first case, 2m 
depth in the second case, and 3m or 4m in the third case.) 
The following equations are used to solve the time used by 
the signals from the source to geophone a depth of 3 or 4 
meters [5]. 

1 2
(1) (2)

1 2

1 2
(1) (2)

1 2

1 1 1 2 2 2

;
cos cos 2

sin sin ;

7;
tan , tan

p p

p p

H H t

v v

v v

S S

S H S H

 

 

 


  


 

 


  

 (21)                  

Table 7. Time used by geophone 1 to receive the signal at different 

depth of burial in mixed soil 

Dept
h 

1m 2m 3m 4m 
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Time 
0.121123

s 
0.128008

s 
0.176996

s 
0.189308

s 

Because it is mixed soil, the propagation rates of waves 
are different at different layers [25]. When the PE pipe is in 
the upper soil (the pipe is buried at a depth of 1m), the 
propagation time is the same as the previous conclusion. 
When the PE pipe is between two layers of soil (the buried 
depth of the pipe is 2m) and the reflection point is still in the 
upper layer of soil (c=85.28m/s), the propagation time is the 

same as the previous conclusion. When the buried PE pipe 
is totally located in the lower soil (the pipe is buried at a 
depth of 3m or 4m), due to the different speed of sound 
wave propagation in different soil, the time used is longer 
than that in the same depth of the buried PE pipe in a 
single soil. In this simulation study, the propagation 
velocity in the upper soil is 85.28 m/s, and that in the 
lower soil is 81.11 m/s. Therefore, the sound wave is 
transmitted from the upper soil to the lower soil, the speed 
is slowed down, and the time required is prolonged.  

VI. CONCLUISIONS 

In this paper, the acoustic detection technology of buried 
PE pipe is studied, the simulation model is established, and 
the theoretical basis algorithm based on principle is 
calculated and verified. The main contents of this study are 
as follows: 

(1) The propagation characteristics of sound waves have 
a great influence on locating of buried PE pipes. The receiver 
can receive two waveforms: surface wave generated by the 
ground and reflected wave by the PE pipe. The buried PE 
pipe can be located according to the derived equations and 
analysis on the waveform. 

(2) Difference of time between signal reflection and 
different geophone are small when buried depth is different.  

(3) When the buried depth is constant, and the outer 
diameter of the PE pipe is constant, the internal diameter 
changes with the thickness of the pipe wall, and the time 
taken by the geophone to receive the signal is constant. 
When the buried depth is constant and the internal diameter 
is constant, the external diameter changes with the wall 
thickness. Because the wall thickness is small, the delay of 
the geophone received signal is small.  

(4) When the buried PE pipe is in the mixed soil, when it 
is located between the upper soil or two layers of soil, the 
signal travelling time is the same as when the buried pe pipe 

is in the single layer soil. When it is in the lower soil, the 
time taken by the geophone to receive the signal increases 
with the that at the same depth of the single layer soil.  

The limitation of this study lies in the need to make the 
approximate range of buried PE pipe clear before 
detection, and requirements for land and pipeline. At the 
same time, the simulation is in the ideal situation and has 
difference from the reality. In the future research, its 
limitations should be solved as far as possible. At the 
same time, attention should be paid to various factors in 
the reality, so as to develop in a more intelligent direction. 
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